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Scary stats! 
 

only 15% of SA university students graduate 

only 25% of students in “contact 
institutions” graduate in the required time 

only 35% of the total intake  

  and 48% of contact students  

  graduate within five years 

 

  
 



 
Reasons for poor performance 
 
 

inadequate student support 

financial constraints 

lack of academic preparedness 

accommodation  

adjusting to university life  

  
 

Nicolene Murdoch 



Quality Enhancement Project  
 

Aim  

improving student success 

increasing the number of graduates  

who are  

personally, professionally and socially valuable  
 

(CHE 2014)  



 
 

 
Focus area 2: Enhancing student  

support and development 

 career and curriculum advising  

 life and academic skills development  

 counselling  

 student performance monitoring 

 referral 

 



 

Non-academic factors  
(approximations) 
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first-year adaptation

sophomore slump

psychological

neurological

illness

working jobs

death in the family

divorce

absenteeism

drug use

time management

accommodation

hunger



Academic factors 
academic underpreparedness

study-related issues

textbook reading

 lecture note taking

 writing skills

essays

referencing

plagiarism

exam preparation

time management

English

 sophomore slump



Student support offered 
 

face-to-face interviews 
monitoring student performance 
identifying at-risk students 
effecting suitable interventions 
presenting workshops 
informal extended degree programmes 



Dyslexia 
 

Greek δυσ (dus-) with difficulty, 
and λέξις (léksis, ’word’) 

Reading disorder: a lifelong 
condition caused by inherited traits 
that affect how the brain works  



      Izett Hohne 



     Izett Hohne 



 
what should I read, the black or the 

white space? 

    
 Izett Hohne 





Council moots new flexi-degree 
2013-08-25 10:01 
 

South African university students could soon have the option 
of completing their undergraduate degrees at a different pace 
from their classmates. 
That’s if a key recommendation of a report by the Council on 
Higher Education (CHE), which examined South Africa’s 
undergraduate degree structure, is adopted. 



Is this true for you? Make changes! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time spent on essay components 

Understanding the brief

Research

Brainstorming

Draft

Introduction

Referencing

Using template

Procrastinating



Rubric to mark presentations 

 

 

 

 

  QUESTIONS 1 2 3 4 5 

  SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE           

1 Was the presentation informative?           

2 How relevant to the topic was the information presented?           

3 Was it well researched?           

4 How well could the presenter answer questions pertaining to the subject?           

5 Were there sufficient sources quoted?           

  ORGANISATION           

6 Was there a clear introduction?           

7 Was the information presented in a clear and logical sequence?           

8 Was there a clear conclusion?           

9 Was there a clear focus?           

10 How good was the timing?           

  SPEAKING SKILLS (DELIVERY)           

11 Was the speaking clear?           

12 Was the pace correct?           

13 How well were the main ideas reviewed?           

14 How well was repetition of the same ideas avoided?           

15 Enthusiasm expressed?           

  VISUALS            

16 Were appropriate visuals used?           

17 Were they clearly visible?           

18 How well did the visuals feed into the subject?           

19 How well were the visuals explained?           

20 How well were the technical aspects of the visuals executed?           



Against the odds 
Success is not measured by  

what you accomplish  

but by the opposition  

you have encountered,  

and the courage  

with which you have maintained  

the struggle against overwhelming odds. 
Orison Swett Marden 

 

 

 

 


